
        

          

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

UKLA Book Awards 2020 

Winning Books 

 Winning book  11- 14+ 

No fixed address by Susin Nielsen   

At first, Felix thinks it will be fun to live in a van. His mum,  
Astrid emphasises that no-one must know even when things  
start to get difficult. As Felix has a talent for memorising facts, 
maybe a new television quiz show will be the way to get  
enough money to rent a flat. This is a memorable, empathetic book 
where the characters burrow into your heart. 

Winning book 7-10+ 
The Eleventh Trade by Alyssa Hollingsworth 

Sami gets by in Boston on the money his grandfather makes on the 
street playing his rebab. When the instrument is stolen, Sami needs 
to find $700 to get it back. It’s only going to be possible if Sami is 
prepared to accept help. This is a great book for readers not quite 
ready for YA fiction. It is raw, relevant but full of hope. 

Winning book 3-6    
Mixed by Arree Chung  

The primary colours have got everything sorted out in the city so 
they live in separate areas and never mix. But, when a Blue and a 
Yellow fall in love and marry, baby Green is soon born and everyone 
realises that mixing together makes everyone much happier. A love 
story in a paint box with an important message for all young 
readers. 

Winning information book  
Counting on Katherine  
by Helaine Becker&Dow Phumiruk    

This is the story of Katherine Johnstone, an amazing Black American 
girl with a passion and genius for numbers. Katherine played a vital 
role in putting the first astronauts on the moon and bringing them 
home safely. This is a biography that makes you want to cheer. 

Highly Commended  
Child of St Kilda by Beth Water 
A beautifully illustrated, poignant story of the last child on St Kilda.  

 

 

    

     
 

               
 

 

 

  

             

 

 

 


